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(SPEECH)  
[00:00:00.39] Busy isn't just our middle name, it's our life. We run in and out all day. With all 
the hustle and bustle, life never stops. We clean and try to keep up, but there are things we can't 
see, like the air.  

(DESCRIPTION)  
[00:00:14.74] Cooking odors  

(SPEECH)  
[00:00:15.62] It's invisible. And if you could see it, what would you see? You know there are 
odors, dust, and allergens floating around.  

[00:00:24.41] At Bissel, we know clean. It's because we've been helping you clean your home 
for more than 140 years.  

(DESCRIPTION)  
[00:00:30.54] A woman vacuums.  

(SPEECH)  
[00:00:31.79] Now we can help you clean your air. Introducing the Bissell Air 400, a new way to 
clean the air in your home.  

[00:00:39.69] So how does it work? Simple. Filters, flow, and fit.  

(DESCRIPTION)  
[00:00:45.47] The layers come apart  

(SPEECH)  
[00:00:46.75] The Air 400 has a three stage air filtration system.  

(DESCRIPTION)  
[00:00:50.21] Particles hit the filter.  

(SPEECH)  
[00:00:51.76] The pre-filter captures larger debris like hair and dust. The particle filter has a 
large surface area to capture even smaller particles. And having one of the largest activated 
carbon filters on the market helps capture the toughest odors. It also has a large fan and digital 
20,000 hour DC motor that together exchanges the air in a 400 square foot room three times per 
hour when on max mode.  

[00:01:19.65] The Air 400 CirQulate system provides clean air you can count on, literally. When 
in auto mode, the CirQulate system provides optimum filtration based on air quality in your 
home, allowing you to set it and forget it.  



[00:01:34.36] Here's how it works. The CirQulate system sensor measures really small particles 
like dust, pollen, and even smoke. Then the system's air quality feedback display numerically 
identifies the air quality of your home in real time, making your once invisible concerns visible. 
As the particles are captured, clean air is returned out the top vent. And you'll begin to see your 
home's air quality return to normal on the air quality feedback display.  

[00:02:03.84] It was designed with your family in mind. Powerful system that blends in your 
home with library quiet sound levels. Our life is crazy. And we love it. We can spend more time 
with our family while the Bissell Air 400 cleans and purifies the air. A perfect match for our 
hustle and bustle world called home. Clean Air made easy. The Bissell Air 400.  

(DESCRIPTION)  
[00:02:30.34] The Bissell and Air logos. bissell air dot com  


